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Abstract—The advances in technologies of cloud computing and mobile computing enable the newly emerging mobile cloud computing paradigm. Three approaches have been proposed for mobile cloud applications: 1) extending the access to cloud services to mobile devices; 2) enabling mobile devices to work collaboratively as cloud resource providers; 3) augmenting the execution of mobile applications on portable devices using cloud resources. In this paper, we focus on the third approach in supporting mobile data stream applications. More specifically, we study the computation partitioning, which aims at optimizing the partition of a data stream application between mobile and cloud such that the application has maximum speed/throughput in processing the streaming data. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to study the partitioning problem for mobile data stream applications, where the optimization is placed on achieving high throughput of processing the streaming data rather than minimizing the makespan of executions in other applications. We first propose a framework to provide runtime support for the dynamic partitioning and execution of the application. Different from existing works, the framework not only allows the dynamic partitioning for a single user but also supports the sharing of computation instances among multiple users in the cloud to achieve efficient utilization of the underlying cloud resources. Meanwhile, the framework has better scalability because it is designed on the elastic cloud fabrics. Based on the framework, we design a genetic algorithm to perform the optimal partition. We have conducted extensive simulations. The results show that our method can achieve more than 2X better performance over the execution without partitioning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an important transition and paradigm shift in IT service delivery driven by economies of scale. It provides a computing paradigm that enables a shared pool of virtualized, dynamically configurable, and managed computing resources to be delivered on demand to customers over the Internet and other available networks. On the other hand, with the advances in technologies of wireless communications and portable devices, mobile computing has become integrated into the fabric of our everyday life. With increased mobility, users need to run stand-alone and/or to access remote mobile applications on mobile devices.

The application of cloud services in the mobile ecosystem enables a newly emerging mobile computing paradigm, namely Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC). MCC offers great opportunities for mobile service industry, allowing mobile devices to utilize the elastic resources offered by the cloud. There are three MCC approaches: 1) extending the access to cloud services to mobile devices; 2) enabling mobile devices to work collaboratively as cloud resource providers [3] [5]; 3) augmenting the execution of mobile applications using cloud resources, e.g. by offloading selected computing tasks required by applications on mobile devices to the cloud. This will allow us to create applications that far exceed traditional mobile device’s processing capabilities.

In the first approach, users use mobile devices, often through web browsers, to access software / applications as services offered by cloud. The mobile cloud is most often viewed as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) cloud. All the computation and data handling are usually performed in the cloud. The second MCC approach makes use of the resource at individual mobile devices to provide a virtual mobile cloud, which is useful in an ad hoc networking environment without the access to the Internet cloud. The third MCC approach uses the cloud storage and processing for applications running on mobile devices. The mobile cloud is considered as an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) or Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) cloud, which is leveraged to augment the capability of mobile devices through partial or full offloading of the computation and data storage from the mobile devices.

In this paper we consider the third MMC approach. By moving the computation to the cloud, many applications which could not be accommodated before due to the lack of significant computation capability and energy power of mobile devices, will be made possible, while leveraging the stable and ample capacity of cloud. We focus on one class of these applications, namely mobile data stream applications. These applications usually use camera or other high data rate sensors to perform perception related tasks, like face or object recognition, to enable augmented-reality experiences on mobile devices. Specifically, these applications have two requirements. First, they require continuous processing of high data rate sensors such as camera to maintain the accuracy. For example, a low frame rate may miss interme-
Our contributions in this paper are as follows: cloud tenants are able to be shared by multiple applications/tenants. To serve a large number of users, the framework adopts a multi-tenancy policy such that the computation instances on the server can be shared among different applications. In order to achieve an efficient way to support the adaptive partitioning and distributed execution of mobile applications, we need to handle the unpredictable and varying load from multiple mobile clients of the application.

So far, there is no comprehensive treatment of the fore-mentioned problems. Existing computation partitioning mechanisms enable an adaptive execution of mobile application between mobile devices and the server [4] [1] [15] [6] [12]. However, these efforts are only suitable in traditional mobile Internet computing and do not give any solution on how to use the elastic resources in clouds to make the applications scalable in cases of serving a large number of mobile users. Other efforts [2] [10] [13] [7] [11] in facilitating large scale cloud applications do not fit well in the MCC applications because they do not provide a flexible and adaptive mechanism to schedule the computation across the client and clouds.

In this paper, we make use of the third MCC approach to design an execution framework for mobile data stream applications. The framework consists of runtime systems to support the adaptive partitioning and distributed execution of the applications. In order to achieve an efficient way to serve a large number of users, the framework adopts a multi-tenancy policy such that the computation instances on the cloud are able to be shared by multiple applications/tenants. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

- We define the partitioning problem for mobile data stream applications. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to study the partitioning problem for mobile data stream applications which require parallel execution of different operations onto the streaming data to achieve high processing speed.
- We design a framework to facilitate the partitioning and execution of mobile data stream applications. Our framework do not only support the adaptive partitioning for a single user, but also supports efficient utilization of cloud resources to serve a scaling number of mobile users.
- We design a genetic algorithm to perform the optimal partition based on the application framework. Extensive simulations have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm.

In what follows, we first present the related works in Section II. We then describe the models and formulate the partitioning problem in Section III. The design of the execution framework and the algorithm is respectively described in Section IV and Section V. The evaluation results are presented in Section VI. We conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

This paper is most related to computation partitioning in mobile computing. Other related works include the large scale cloud application frameworks. We introduce the related works on these topics.

Computation offloading is the most widely used technique to solve the resource poverty problem of mobile devices in mobile cloud computing environment [18] [19]. Karthik et al. [20] argues that cloud computing could potentially save energy for mobile user, but not all applications are energy efficient when migrated to the cloud. It depends on whether the computation saved due to offloading outperforms the communication cost. According to the cost model in this paper, the offloading will bring benefit to energy saving if the application has a large computation-to-communication ratio and runs in a networking environment with good connectivity. M. Satyanarayanan [21] presents a computing model that enables a mobile user to exploit VMs to rapidly instantiate customized service software on a nearby cloudlet and uses the service over WLAN. Rather than relying on a distant cloud, the cloudlets avoid the long latency introduced by wide-area networks for accessing the cloud.

Compared with offloading a whole application into cloud, a partitioning scheme is able to achieve a fine granularity for computation offloading. [17] [16] are the early works to study the application partitioning problem. These works only consider the static partitioning problem. [4] [1] [15] [6] extends these work to support dynamic application partitioning. They argue that mobile clients could face wide variations and rapid changes in network conditions and local resource availability when accessing remote data and services. In order to enable applications and systems to continue to operate in such dynamic environments, the computation of clients and cloud has to be adaptive in response to the changes in mobile environments. However, the works [4] [1] [15] [6] advocate the used partitioning scheme that assumes the computation components are sequentially executed among the mobile device and cloud. Since they do not take advantage of the parallelism choices, these methods are not suitable for mobile data stream applications.

The most similar work to ours is Odessa [12] which provides a runtime system that is able to adaptively make offloading and parallelism decisions for mobile interactive perception applications. Their main concern is on the makespan of the application rather than the throughput.
it is not guaranteed that the proposed incremental greedy algorithm can always converge to an optimal partitioning result with limited overhead. The advantage of our work is that our framework allows the partitioning algorithm to run on the cloud side. The powerful computing resource at cloud side guarantees that the genetic algorithm is more likely to converge to the global optimal partition. Furthermore, all the systems in [4] [1] [15] [6] [12] are designed based on the traditional mobile computing paradigm and lack the solution for scalability.

A few related works focus on the design of application frameworks in cloud computing. The most popular one is MapReduce [7] from Google. It provides a simple programming abstraction and hides many messy details of distributed and parallel computing from the developers. Dryad [11] allows a more general application model than MapReduce. The job fitting in this framework consists of an acyclic dataflow graph of sequential processing modules. Both MapReduce and Dryad are suitable for offline analysis of large data sets (batch computation system) rather than interactive applications (real-time operation/query system). These models are not well suitable for developing mobile streaming applications. Systems such as Aurora [10], Borealis [2], and TelegraphCQ [13] provide support for continuous queries over data streams. The systems process streaming data, perform runtime adaptation, and consider real-time constraints. However, these works do not fit well in the MCC because it assumes all the computation is performed in cloud side and do not provides a flexible and adaptive mechanism to run the computation across the client and clouds.

III. MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Application Model

The data stream application, presented as a directed acyclic dataflow graph $G = (V,E)$, is composed of a set of $v$ components $V = \{i|i = 1, 2, ...v\}$ and a set of channels $E = \{(i,j)|i, j \in V\}$. (Component and node terms are interchangeably used.) The components run concurrently with each one performing its own functional operations onto the data. The component has input ports and output ports. Each port is associated with a specific data type. The channel’s capacity is defined as the maximum number of units of data the channel is able to hold. The channel also indicates the precedence constraint between the operations/components for processing one unit of data, which means the component cannot process the data until all of its precedent components complete the operation on that data. The component processing the input data of the application is called the entry node. The component generating the output data is called the exit node. In real implementations, the components are mapped into threads or processes. The channels are usually implemented by means of TCP sockets, or shared memory or persistent storage.

The dataflow model is based on a data centric approach and usually takes advantage of pipeline to accelerate data processing.

Given a specific dataflow application, $s_i$ is the average number of CPU instructions required by component $i$ to process one unit of data. $d_{i,j}$ presents the amount of data required to be transmitted on the channel $(i, j)$ for one unit of data. The weight on a node $i$ denoted as $w_i$ presents the computational cost (time). The weight on an edge denoted as $c_{i,j}$ is the communication cost (time). Both $w_i$ and $c_{i,j}$ are measured by one unit of data.

Definition 1: Critical path is defined as the longest path from the entry node to the exit node, where the weight of a path is defined as the summation of the weight of all the nodes and edges on the path.

Definition 2: Critical component/channel in a dataflow graph is defined as the one which has the greatest weight among all the components/channels.

There are two metrics to evaluate the performance of the dataflow applications, makespan and throughput. Makespan presents the total time to process one unit of input data. It is equal to the weight of the critical path in the dataflow graph. Throughput presents the number of units of input data the dataflow is able to process per second. Assuming that all the channels’ capacity is unlimited and whatever level of pipeline parallelism is allowed, the throughput of the dataflow application is determined by the critical component/channel, which have the slowest speed to compute/transfer the data. So we have the formula for throughput $TP = \frac{1}{t_p}$, where

$$t_p = \max\{\max_{i \in V}(w_i), \max_{(i,j) \in E}(c_{i,j})\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

B. System Model

The mobile cloud system shown in Fig. 2, consists of three parts, mobile clients (devices), wireless networks and the cloud (data centers). The mobile client accesses to the Internet cloud services through wireless networks with limited bandwidth. In the cloud are clusters of commodity servers which are interconnected to each other through high-speed switches. Possibly the mobile client can accelerate the execution of the mobile applications by offloading computing tasks onto the cloud. The benefit of offloading is the computational time saved due to the faster execution on
much more powerful CPUs in the cloud. The cost comes
from data transmissions over wireless networks between the
client and cloud. The question here is which components
in the dataflow graph should be offloaded onto cloud such
that the throughput of the application is maximized. The
reason why we take the throughput as the objective is that
the accuracy of many mobile data stream applications such
as face/gesture recognition is determined by its throughput.

The offloading decision mainly depends on the local
computing resources and the wireless networking quality.
A few parameters are introduced to model these properties.
p is the CPU’s capability of the mobile device, measured by
the number of instructions per second. η is the percentage
of the ideal CPU resource. It also indicates the current working
load on the mobile device. So the available CPU resource on
the mobile device is np. B is the bandwidth of the wireless
network for the mobile device to access the Internet cloud.
We have the following assumptions in our system model.

1) The components running concurrently on the mobile
devices are allocated equal CPU resources.

2) If a component is offloaded onto cloud, other compo-
nents running on the mobile client will speed up because of
the acquisition of the released CPU resources. The speedup
factor is \( \frac{N}{N-1} \), where N is the number of components
on the mobile device before the offloading event.

3) The cloud always has abundant resources to accom-
modate the offloaded components such that they will not
become the critical component in the dataflow graph.

4) The total wireless bandwidth B are shared by all the
crossing channels, where crossing channel in the dataflow
graph is defined as the one which connects two components
residing two sides of different resources. It is possible
allowed for the mobile device to allocate disparate band-
width to different crossing channels. We do not distinguish
between the uplink and downlink bandwidth in our model.

5) If interdependent components are offloaded onto cloud,
the channels connecting between them in the cloud will not
become the critical channel.

6) The input data of the application is acquired from the
sensors on the mobile device, and output data should also
be delivered to the mobile device.

C. Problem Formulation

Given the dataflow application \( \{G(V,E), s_i, d_i\} \), the
mobile device properties \( \{p, \eta\} \), and the wireless network
bandwidth B, the partitioning problem in this study is
the problem of allocating a set of v components of the
dataflow graph to the resources (the mobile client and the
cloud) and allocating the limited wireless bandwidth B to
the potential crossing channels such that the throughput of
the data stream application is maximized. The optimization
problem is formulated in Equation(2).

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_{x_i, y_{i,j}} TP &= \frac{1}{t_p}, i, j \in \{0, 1, \cdots, v + 1\}, \\
t_p &= \max\{\max_{i \in V} (x_i \cdot \frac{s_i}{\eta p} \sum_{i \in V} x_i), \max_{(i,j) \in E} (\frac{d_{i,j}(x_i - x_j)^2}{y_{i,j}})\}, \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad x_0 = 1, \\
& \quad x_{v+1} = 1, \\
& \quad x_i = 0 \text{ or } 1, i \in \{1, 2, \cdots, v\}
\end{align*}
\]

The core variables are \( x_i \) and \( y_{i,j} \), \( x_i \) is either 0 or 1
integer, indicating the offloading decision for component i.
If \( x_i \) equals to 1, component i is executed on the mobile
device; otherwise \( x_i = 0 \) means running on the cloud. \( y_{i,j} \)
is the wireless bandwidth allocated to the channel \( (i, j) \).
Note that two virtual nodes, 0 and \( v + 1 \), are created to satisfy
the constraint that the input/output data of the application
should be from/delivered to the mobile device. Two edges
\( (0, 1) \) and \( (v, v+1) \) are added into the set of edges \( E \) of
the dataflow graph, where node 1 is the entry node and node \( v \)
is the exit node. Accordingly, \( d_{0,1} \) is the size of an unit of
input data. \( d_{v,v+1} \) is the size of an unit of output data.

IV. Execution Framework Design

A. Overview

Fig. 3 shows the overview of a dataflow execution frame-
work in mobile cloud computing. The runtime framework
consists of software modules on both the mobile side and the
cloud side. The client side monitors the CPU workload and
networking bandwidth. When the application is launched
on the mobile client, an request is sent to the Resource
Manager in cloud for augmented execution. The resource
manager then assigns an Application Master to handle the
request. The application master first asks the mobile client
for its device characteristics such as CPU capability \( p \),
its workload \( \eta \), and the current network bandwidth \( B \).
Using these dynamic information from mobile device as
well as the static application properties stored in cloud, the
application master then generates an optimal partitioning
result by Algorithm 1, which is presented in Section V. The
components assigned to the client are initiated as threads on the mobile device. Other components assigned to the cloud are invoked as services, namely Component-as-a-Service (CaaS). The application master is also in charge of the data transmission between the mobile client and cloud.

In the framework, every mobile application has an Application Master in cloud to augment its execution. The components are shared and invoked by applications as a service in cloud. Resource Manager and the per-machine Node Manager, which monitors the processes on that machine, constitute the computation fabric in the cloud. Resource Manager manages the global assignment of computing resources to Application Masters and CaaSs through cooperation with Node Managers. In our design, we realize multi-tenancy feature for the CaaSs, which allows multiple tenants/applications to share the CaaS instance. The instance is able to be replicated to handle the scaling-up load from tenants. A master and slave architecture is used to implement the multi-tenancy CaaSs, in which Component Master is responsible for scheduling and replicating the component instances (also referred to Component Slaves). Specifically, Component Master negotiates resources from Resource Manager and work with Node Managers to launch/terminate slaves according to the current request load. The purpose of the multi-tenancy CaaS is to guarantee an elastic utilization of underlying resources to accommodate the scalable CaaS requests.

B. Adaptive Partitioning

The application master, in the middle of the mobile clients and the cloud CaaSs, has two distinct functionalities: (a) to determine an optimal partition results and make the partitioning adaptive to the mobile client’s varying environment (local CPU load and wireless networking bandwidth); (b) to coordinate the distributed execution of the dataflow application.

Fig.4 shows the software modules on both the mobile client and application master, which provides support for the adaptive partitioning. It is assumed that two logical communication connections exist between both sides: an “always-on” connection but low data rate wireless connection which is for transmitting the control message; another wireless connection with bandwidth $B$, which is to pipeline the data streams between the mobile client and cloud. The profiler on the mobile client measures the device’s characteristics at startup and continuously monitors its CPU workload and wireless network bandwidth. The controller on mobile client side maintains some thresholds on the variance of the profiling parameters. If any of the parameters increases/decreases by a value exceeding the threshold, a request for updating the partitioning result will be sent to the controller on the application master. The controller of application master calls optimization solver to generate a new partitioning result. Taking the result as the input, the underlying module DF Execution provide runtime support for the distributed execution of the dataflow application.

In the design of our framework, we make sure that the runtime software will not bring much burden onto the mobile device and should be as lightweight as possible. So we put the optimization solver on the cloud rather than the mobile device to reduce the local resource utilization. Although the design feature requires an always-on connectivity, it is reasonable because unless there is wireless connectivity, all the components of the dataflow application is executed locally by default without the need to call the optimization solver.

C. Distributed Execution

Fig.5 shows the distributed execution of dataflow example with two partitioning cases. In the framework, the local components run as threads on mobile device while the remote components are executed through the invocation of CaaSs. In a partitioned dataflow application, we name the component allocated onto mobile device as local component, and the one offloaded onto cloud as remote component. The application master has one thread for every remote component. These threads are responsible for data transmission as well as CaaS invocation. Since the threads serve as the images of the remote components, we call them as image components.

In a partitioned dataflow graph, the shaded node represents the remote component; the blank one is the local component. The channels are classified into two categories,
crossing channel and internal channel. The crossing channel, e.g. (2, 3), (2, 4), (7, 8) in graph (a), refers to the edge in the graph which connects a local component and remote component while the internal channel connects two local components, e.g., (1, 2) in graph (a), or two remote components, e.g., (4, 5) in graph (a). The crossing channels are implemented by TCP pipes. Through the TCP pipe, the data is pushed from one component to its successor. Each TCP pipe has one in-memory FIFO at the receiver side to buffer the data that may not be processed. The internal channels are implemented by shared memory FIFOs. As a result of the FIFOs on all the channels, our framework enables an asynchronous and loosely coupled way to execute the concurrent components.

V. ALGORITHM DESIGN

The objective function shown in Equation (2) depends on two variables, \( x_i \) and \( y_{i,j} \). We first study the problem of allocating the wireless bandwidth \( B \) to the crossing edges given a specific partition. It is not difficult to prove theorem 1.

**Theorem 1:** Given a partition \( X = \{x_i | i = 1, 2, \cdots, v\} \), the throughput is maximized when \( y_{i,j} \) satisfies the condition that

\[
\begin{align*}
    y_{i,j} &= \frac{d_{i,j}}{t_{\text{comm}}(X)}, & \forall (i,j) \in E &\text{and } x_i \neq x_j, \\
    y_{i,j} &= 0, & \forall (i,j) \in E &\text{and } x_i = x_j, \\
    y_{0,1} &= (1 - x_1) \frac{d_{0,1}}{t_{\text{comm}}(X)}, \\
    y_{v,v+1} &= (1 - x_v) \frac{d_{v,v+1}}{t_{\text{comm}}(X)},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( t_{\text{comm}}(X) \) is the communication cost/time that each crossing channel needs to transfer a unit of data,

\[
t_{\text{comm}}(X) = \frac{1}{B}[(1 - x_1)d_{0,1} + (1 - x_v)d_{v,v+1} + \sum_{(i,j) \in E} (x_i - x_j)^2d_{i,j}].
\]

So, the original problem can be reduced into

\[
\max_X TP = \frac{1}{\max \{t_{\text{comp}}(X), t_{\text{comm}}(X)\}},
\]

where \( t_{\text{comp}}(X) = \max_{x_i \in X} \{x_i \sum_{\eta_i = 1}^v \} \) and \( X \) is an \( v \)-dimension vector of 0 and 1. The application throughput is constrained either by the speed that the local components process the data or by the speed the crossing channels transfer data.

**Algorithm 1:** The genetic algorithm for partitioning

We then propose a genetic algorithm to solve the reduced partition problem as shown in Algorithm 1. Essentially, we treat different partitions as a population of individuals with different chromosomes. Individuals with higher fitness as defined by Equation (5) in this work are more likely to survive and multiply. A partition \( X \) is represented by binary string \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_v\} \). The encoding method successfully identifies the allocation of either on the mobile device side or otherwise. For example, if \( x_1 \) equals to 1, component \( i \) is executed on the mobile device; otherwise it should be put in the cloud.

The evolution starts from a randomly generated population (line 1). \( NIND \) represents the number of the individuals of the population. In each generation, the fitness of every individual in the population is evaluated (line 4-5). Individuals are probabilistically selected from the current population for breeding according to their fitness (line 6). We use roulette wheel selection in our algorithm. The
probability that each individual is selected is proportional to its fitness. Generation gap \( GGAP \) is a control parameter of our algorithm, which represents the number of selected individuals divided by the current population size. The selected individuals are modified through crossover (line 7-11) and mutation (line 12-14), and added into the current population. Our generic algorithm evaluates the fitness of all individuals and selects the best ones with constant size of population (line 16). The best individuals serve as the new generation of partitions, which is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm. The algorithm terminates when the number of generations has reached a certain upper bound \( MAXGEN \). In the last generation, the partition with the highest throughput is chosen as the final partition (line 19-21).

Recall that in each round, our algorithm modifies current individuals using crossover and mutation. Crossover generates new individuals by combining two randomly selected individuals (partitions), say \( A \) and \( B \). During crossover, a randomly chosen gene position divides the binary string of \( A \) and \( B \) in two parts. One new individual obtains the first section of string from \( A \) and the second section of string from \( B \). The second new individual obtains the inverse genes. Mutation takes the string of an individual and randomly changes one or multiple values. The mutation rate \( MUTR \) is defined by the ratio of the amount of the changed bits to the total amount of bits in one chromosome.

### VI. Evaluation

#### A. Metric and Methodology

We evaluate the proposed partition algorithm in this section. The performance metric we consider in the evaluation is the throughput of the data stream application. First, we evaluate how the controlling parameters of the algorithms, \( NIND \) and \( GGAP \), affect the performance. Second, we study the effect of the input parameters of our algorithms including application graphs, the wireless networking bandwidth \( B \) and the available computing resource at mobile device \( \eta p \). At last, we demonstrate the factor that can affect the computational cost of our algorithm.

The input application graph we consider is the randomly generated application graphs. We have implemented a graph generator to generate the weighted streaming application graphs. We use the level-by-level method to create the graph which was proposed by Tobita and Kasahara [14]. We could control the graph that we want to generate through the following parameters: 1) number of nodes; 2) average out-degree; and 3) communication-to-computation ratio (CCR), where \( CCR \) is defined as the ratio of the average communication time to the average computation time as shown in equation (6). If an application graph’s \( CCR \) is high, it can be considered as a communication-intensive application; otherwise, it is a computation-intensive application.

#### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>( NIND )</th>
<th>( GGAP )</th>
<th>( MUTR )</th>
<th>( G(v, d_{out}, CCR) )</th>
<th>( B )</th>
<th>( \eta p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>( G(30, 3, 1) )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>( G(30, 3, 1) )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>( G(*, 3, 1) )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>( G(50, 3, *) )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>( G(50, 3, 1) )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>( G(50, 3, 1) )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
CCR = \frac{[d_{0,1} + d_{v,v+1} + \sum_{(i,j) \in E} d_{i,j}] / [(e + 2) \times B]}{(\sum_{i \in V} s_i) / (v \times \eta p)}
\]

We have done a group of experiments to evaluate the effect of both controlling parameters and input parameters to the performance. Table I shows the configuration of our experiments. In each experiment, we choose one parameter as the variable, which is indicated by '*', while assigning other parameters as constant values. For example, in No. 5 experiment, we study the effect of wireless bandwidth \( B \) on the performance. In our configuration, we treat \( \eta p \) as one single parameter which indicates the available CPU resources on mobile device. Note that \( B \) and \( \eta p \) shown in the table is a normalized value.

#### B. Evaluation Results

We first present the result of how the controlling parameters, \( NIND \) and \( GGAP \), affect both the throughput and the number of iterations that the genetic algorithm needs to converge. Fig.6(a) shows the throughput value in each iteration of our algorithm for different \( NINDs \). The configuration of other parameters is shown in Table I under row No.1. We can see that larger \( NIND \) value leads to better result. The algorithm takes fewer iterations to converge to the final throughput in case of higher \( NIND \) value. Fig.6(b) shows the effect of \( GGAP \) on the performance. Larger \( GGAP \) value has both better convergence speed and the final throughput. It indicates that if more individuals are selected from the population for breeding in each iteration, the genetic algorithm will take fewer iterations to find the optimal individual.

We then present the effect of the input parameters on the performance. It contains the application graph properties (graph size \( v \) and CCR), \( \eta p \) and \( B \). The results are compared with other two intuitive strategies with no partitioning: 1) running all the nodes of the application graph on the cloud; 2) running all locally on the mobile device. At first, we study the relationship between the throughput and application graph size \( v \). The configuration parameters are shown in Table I under No.3 Row. We increase \( v \) while keeping the average node’s computational cost and communication cost of the edges not variable. So \( v \) actually indicates the overall computational complexity of the application. Fig.6(c) shows...
that our algorithms can typically achieve more than 2X better throughput than other two strategies. It also shows that given the resources $B$ and $\eta_p$, the application performance of the partitioning scheme goes down as the application size rises up. When the application size becomes very large, our method tends to have the same performance with the all-cloud method. It is because when the application becomes extremely computational complex, offloading all the nodes of the application graph onto cloud can save much more computational cost than the overhead of communication, while partitioning method has little improvement on the performance in this case.

Fig.6(d) and Fig.6(e) respectively shows the influence of networking resource $B$ and computing resources of the mobile device $\eta_p$. It is interesting to find that our method always achieve better performance as $B$ increases while on the other hand, increasing $\eta_p$ does not necessarily lead to better performance. The different results can be explained as follows. For an optimal partition, the total throughput of the application is either limited by the computation or the communication as explained in Equation (5). In the former case we say the bottleneck is at computation while in the latter case we say the bottleneck is at communication. If the bottleneck is at communication, increasing bandwidth $B$ is definitely able to improve the performance; otherwise, we could always reduce the computation overhead $t_{comp}$ by moving one node from mobile to cloud. Normally this moving operation is likely to increase the communication overhead $t_{comm}$, but we have the increasing $B$ to accommodate the extra communication overhead. That’s why the increase of $B$ usually leads to the raising of the overall throughput. However, it is not guaranteed to reduce the communication overhead $t_{comm}$ by moving one node from cloud to mobile when the bottleneck is at communication.

In this case the increase of $\eta_p$ can not improve the overall throughput. Fig.6(e) indicates only in the case where $\eta_p$ is large enough, the throughput of our method sensitively increases as the $\eta_p$ increases, because in this case the result of our method approximates the 'all-mobile' method.

Fig.6(f) shows how CCR affects the performance. We obtain different CCRs in our simulation by changing $s_i/d_{ij}$ while keeping $B$ and $\eta_p$ as constant. It shows as the CCR increases the performance of our method first goes down and then rebounds. When CCR is large, running all nodes on the mobile side approaches the optimal performance. Fig.7(g) presents the number of nodes allocated onto mobiles device by our method in case of different CCRs. Obviously more nodes are executed on the mobile device when the CCR increases.

At last, we study the computational cost of our algorithms. Given the internal parameters such as $NIND$ and $GGAP$, the computation cost is measured by the number of generations that our algorithm demands to converge. In practice it is not necessary, if not impossible, to cost a lot of computation to achieve the theoretical optimal throughput. We usually take a critical point, for example 90 percentage of the optimal value, as the actual convergence point. Fig.6(h) shows the generations required to achieve the convergence.
point for different application graph size $v$. Our algorithms have larger computational cost as the application graph size increases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we study the application partitioning problem for mobile data stream applications. We have designed an application framework to provide runtime support for the adaptive partitioning and distributed execution of such advanced mobile cloud applications. The framework is able to serve large number of mobile users by leveraging the elastic resources in existing cloud infrastructures. Under this framework, we also have designed a genetic algorithm to solve the partition problem. The simulation results show that our method can provide more than 2X improvement in the application performance over the methods without partitioning.

In our future work, we are at first going to conduct a series of experimental tests on real-world applications such as hand gesture recognition and mobile augmented reality and so on based using our proposed framework. In the experiments, the applications are written according the Flow-based Programming model [8], which models the applications as a set of fine-granularity functional components running in parallel and a set of channels streaming data from one component to another. We are testing the performance of the applications in case of various environment parameters such as mobile devices’ CPU resource and networking bandwidth, and compare the performance of the partitioned application with other two strategies without partitioning. Another important objective in this work is to save the cost of cloud resources, which is quite important from the standpoint of application providers. Loading balancing and scheduling problem in the multi-tenancy CaaS will be studied in our future work to minimize the application provider’s operational cost while satisfying the maximum performance of the partitioned application.
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